
The Syracuse Hancock International Airport is centrally located in the heart of CNY, serving 1 

million passengers annually. The Authority recognizes that the Syracuse Hancock International 

Airport is a gateway to the central New York region and beyond and seeks to optimize customer 

service and exceed customer expectations with continuous improvements to the terminal building 

and public-use facilities. 
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Syracuse Hancock International Airport Displays New Exhibit From 

The Everson Museum of Art 
 

Syracuse, New York –Today the Syracuse Hancock International Airport announced a new 

exhibit as part of the Public Art Program known as The Gallery @ SYR.  The new exhibit show 

features several ceramic pieces from the Ceramic Nationals collection at the Everson Museum. 

Hundreds of works on clay are always on view in the Everson’s Ceramic Study Center and 

special exhibitions frequently highlight ceramic artists in the upstate New York region. For a 

limited time you can now get a taste for the collection during your next visit to the airport. 

 

The strength of the Everson’s collection is American ceramics, which the museum began 

collecting as early as 1916, and has continued to do so throughout the 20th century to the present 

day. Through a series of exhibitions called the Ceramic Nationals that began in the early 1930s, 

the Everson provided one of the first venues for ceramic artists to present their work in an art 

museum. Many works were purchased from the Ceramic Nationals and are now part of the 

Everson’s ceramic collection. Pieces on display at the airport include Keisuke Mizuno’s 

Forbidden Fruits, Worcester Oval Cake Dish, Staffordshire Teapot,  

 

The collection also includes pieces from around the world such as William Kåge’s (Swedish) 

Fish, Yukiko Moto’s (Japanese) Carp in Water, Nutaraaluk Iyaituk’s (Canadian) soapstone 

Whale and Polar Bear,  Tom Huff’s (Seneca-Cayuga) sandstone Haudenosaunee, Wild Cat Hat 

Face Mask, Face Mask with Snake and Lizard, and the petite Rabbit Masks made of painted 

copper (Mexican).  

 

The partnership between the Syracuse Regional Airport Authority and the Everson Museum of 

Art seeks to promote the arts at the airport by showcasing exhibits from the museum in a non-

traditional venue.   


